Buzz Here! Calling all NC County Technicians.

Subject: Air fan hub rotary union bearing on Mercedes engine C2’s - wearing out.
We are hearing reports that the small bearing in the air driven fan hubs (rotary union) on the Mercedes Engine C2’s is starting to wear out.

Here is a tip to show you what to look for and how to head this off.
Guys, you are looking for this rotary union on the back of the fan hub.
With the engine shut off so nothing is moving please check this union where the air line attaches to it.
Make sure the fitting is not loose indicating the bearing is wearing out. If loose, call us for a kit and we will get you fixed up.
There is an inexpensive kit to replace this bearing so you do not have to replace the entire fan hub.

Part #: HOR 994167
This is warrantable for 5 years. If the bearing is wore out it pays .8 to replace with the kit. Please keep an eye on these.

Call or email Woody or Kerry at wcorder@carolinathomas.com or 1-800-440-3492 if you need warranty help.